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A mother tenderly recounts to her baby the preparations for the little one's arrival in this sweet, Spanish-sprinkled text. *Mami* basically lists what everyone does: baby kicks in the womb, the mother eats lots of papaya and mango, the father carves a rocking chair, grandfather plants a tree, siblings fill a bookshelf with storybooks, auntie cooks, etc. There's not much plot or tension, so the text is fairly flat despite its interesting details. The core appeal of this gentle tale is the extended family angle: although the mother narrates, everyone is waiting in joyful anticipation for the birth, everyone is pitching in, and everyone is eager and excited. Non-Spanish speakers may wish to spend some time reviewing meanings (a glossary is included) and practicing before reading this to a crowd, but many of the words will be clear from art and context even to audiences without a shred of Spanish, while Spanish-speakers will happily recognize the familiar phrases (or argue about variants). The illustrations, composed by Mexican-born Cohen, feature thick black ink outlines filled with single shades of bold, bright colors; occasional touches of additional texture come from elements with contrasting linework style, seemingly collaged into the painted scenes. There is little variance in shade or detail, so the visuals are, like the text, pretty but somewhat repetitive. This may be a bit too static for impatient young listeners on their own, but families anticipating their own new arrival may readily relate to the loving preparations for welcoming a little one.
becomes close, and he's in frequent perplexing contact with Wendell, his father's
law partner's son, who both bully Marcelo and envious him his proximity to the
beautiful Jasmine. As the summer unfolds and Marcelo sees more of the law firm's
workings, he begins to realize that legal ethics are a cloudy area, and he becomes
fascinated by the case of a girl disfigured in an accident, whose attorney seeks assis-
tance from Marcelo's father. Marcelo's narration evokes a specific personality as well
as somebody dealing with a challenging difference in cognition; it's believable that
he, with his thoughtfulness and his long experience of focused schooling, would be
keenly self-aware about the element of his atypicality, and Stork offers a touch of
perspective in Marcelo's familiarity with kids who have to struggle far harder than
he does. Though there's a bit of talkiness in the exploration of his ethical dilemma
at the law firm, his involvement provides a credible impetus for individual growth.
The book does not reduce his father to simple villainy; either; while readers
may find it ironic that Marcelo has actually fulfilled his father's wishes for greater
competence by going against his father and failing his father's firm, it's hard to
imagine a more successful outcome than Marcelo's greater connection to the world
and firm acceptance of the consequences of his decision. Readers won't have to share
Marcelo's difficulties to find his dilemma thought-provoking, and whether they're
neuropsychological or not, they'll find his experience enlightening. DS
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A mother tenderly recounts to her baby the preparations for the little one's arrival in
this sweet, Spanish-sprinkled text. Adamít basically lists what everyone does: baby
kicks in the womb, the mother eats lots of papaya and mango, the father carves a
rocking chair, grandfather plants a tree, siblings fill a bookshelf with storybooks,
auntie cooks, etc. There's not much plot or tension, so the text is fairly flat despite
its interesting details. The core appeal of this gentle tale is the extended family
angle: although the mother narrates, everyone is waiting in joyful anticipation for
the birth, everyone is pitchin in, and everyone is eager and excited. Non-Spanish
speakers may wish to spend some time reviewing meanings (a glossary is included)
and practicing before reading this to a crowd, but many of the words will be clear
from art and context even to audiances without a shred of Spanish, while Spanish-
speakers will happily recognize the familiar phrases (or argue about variants). The
illustrations, composed by Mexican-born Cohen, feature thick black ink outlines
filled with single shades of bold, bright colors; occasional touches of additional
texture come from elements with contrasting linework style, seemingly collaged into
the painted scenes. There is little variance in shade or detail, so the visuals are, like
the text, pretty but somewhat repetitive. This may be a bit too static for impatient
young listeners on their own, but families anticipating their own new arrival may
readily relate to the loving preparations for welcoming a little one. HM


"Ask me the exact moment I fell in love with Zin, and I'll tell you it's the first time
I saw him dance." So says narrator Nic, a high school senior, moved by her crush
on Zin to find a job at the breakdancing club in hopes of getting closer to him.
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